Stage 1

Shropshire
Compact
Disputes Process

Compact issue raised by contacting the VCS Assembly Coordinator or an
appointed deputy.
VCS Assembly Coordinator or deputy offers advice to the
individual/organisation concerned and requests permission to act on the
issue raised.
VCS Assembly Coordinator or deputy
receives permission to act.

If permission is not given, the
matter cannot be taken
forward but will be logged.

Stage 2

The matter is taken forward for action. The VCSA Coordinator will speak
to the second party to try and mediate a solution.
If unable to find a solution a direct
conversations take place directly
between the two organisations

A solution is found. Issue
logged and dropped.

VCS Assembly Coordinator checks on progress and asked whether the
issue has been resolved or whether the issue is to be formally logged as
a dispute.

Stage 3

Issue escalated to a formal dispute. Either
party may request the issue is escalated to
a dispute.

Issue is resolved/
dropped and outcome
recorded.

Compact Disputes Panel is convened within 4 weeks of dispute being
logged.

Panel decides whether or not the dispute is a Compact matter.

Panel decides the dispute is a
Compact matter. Compact
Panel process begins

If not, considered a Compact
matter, alternative routes of
resolution will be suggested/
signposting takes place.

….Stage 3 continued.

Receive a written briefing, outlining the nature of the issues involved prior
to the meeting (marked confidential).
Seek to meet with both parties separately in order to clarify the Panel’s
understanding of the issues, if this is considered appropriate.

Seek to bring the parties together for a joint discussion in order to develop
better understanding and improved relationships between the two parties,
if this is considered appropriate and agreed to by both parties.
Consider the evidence and reach a decision (by consensus if possible) on
whether the issue constitutes a breach of the Shropshire Compact.

Stage 4

Produce a written recommendation to which both parties will be invited to
sign up.

Written recommendation is
not signed/agreed to.

Parties sign written recommendation
and matter is resolved and recorded.

Compact Panel refers matter
to Compact Voice for
mediation out of county (on
agreement of both parties).

An alternative recommendation may be
to use an organisations formal
complaints procedure if that is more
appropriate.

Outcome of dispute is reported to the VCSA Team and recorded.

